Interstitial collagens I, III, and VI sequester and modulate the multifunctional cytokine oncostatin M.
The binding of certain growth factors and cytokines to components of the extracellular matrix can regulate their local availability and modulate their biological activities. We show that oncostatin M (OSM), a profibrogenic cytokine and modulator of cancer cell proliferation, specifically binds to collagen types I, III, IV, and VI, immobilized on polystyrene or nitrocellulose. Single collagen chains inhibit these interactions in a dose-dependent manner. Cross-inhibition experiments of collagen-derived peptides point to a limited set of OSM-binding collagenous consensus sequences. Furthermore, this interaction is found for OSM but not for other interleukin-6 type cytokines. OSM binding to collagens is saturable, with dissociation constants around 10(-8) m and estimated molar ratios of 1-3 molecules of OSM bound to one molecule of triple helical collagen. Furthermore, collagen-bound OSM is biologically active and able to inhibit proliferation of A375 melanoma cells. We conclude that abundant interstitial collagens dictate the spatial pattern of bioavailable OSM. This interaction could be exploited for devising collagenous peptide-antagonists that modulate OSM bioactivity in tumor growth and fibrotic disorders like rheumatoid arthritis and hepatic fibrosis.